The award-winning design of the primary heat exchanger in the Goodman brand GMS8/GDS8/GHS8 Gas Furnace is unique. It’s constructed from tubular aluminized-steel and formed into a dual diameter configuration. Furthermore, the use of wrinkle-bend technology results in an extremely durable heat exchanger. A heat exchanger often is considered the essential component of any gas furnace. This combination offers one of the best levels of reliability, durability, and efficiency you’ll find within the Goodman brand.
IMPRESSION FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
GOODMAN® BRAND GMS8/GDS8/GHS8
MULTI-SPEED GAS FURNACE

- Aluminized-steel dual-diameter tubular heat exchanger
- Corrosion-resistant blower
- Powder-paint finish
- Quiet, efficient hot surface igniter
- Fully-insulated cabinet
- Quiet multi-speed direct-drive circulator blower motor
- Electronic ignition control
- Quiet single-speed, induced-draft blower
- Run-Tested at factory prior to shipment

Talk to your Goodman brand dealer about opportunities to optimize the efficiency of your new unit.

OUTSTANDING WARRANTY* PROTECTION

*LIFETIME HEAT EXCHANGER LIMITED WARRANTY
*10 YEAR PARTS LIMITED WARRANTY

*Complete warranty details available from your local dealer or at www.goodmanmfg.com. To receive the Lifetime Heat Exchanger Limited Warranty (good for as long as you own your home) and 10-Year Parts Limited Warranty, online registration must be completed within 60 days of installation. Online registration is not required in California or Quebec.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Before purchasing this appliance, read important information about its estimated annual energy consumption, yearly operating cost, or energy efficiency rating that is available from your retailer.
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